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, ABSTRACT

SFor the manufacture of base bleed gas generator propellant charges, propellants

rw e developed which contained as binders thermoplastically moldable elastomers

. of the butadene- and isoprene-styrene three block copolymer type.

The present paper gives a description of the production of propellant granules

from the oxidizer and the copolymer as well as of the compression molding of this

material to form base bleed propellant charges.

Moreover, reference is being made to the procedure of insulation of propellant

charges with a thcrmoplastic elastomer of the same type.

This new type of solid propellants is described by its mechanical, ballistic

and physical properties and by its safety aspects.

Finally, some considerations are being made with regard to a production of these

propellants on a commercial scale,

INTRODUCTION

For increasing the range of' artillery projectiles, base bleed gas generators have

* •gained a considerable importance over the last few years.

The principle by which a base bleed generator fuctions may be described in tht

. the gases escaping from the gas generator fill the vacuum produced behind the pro-

jectiles when in flight, thus contributing to a reduction of the base drag. However,

the projectile receives no additional propulsion by these gases escaping in the sub-

sonic range, such as is the case with rocket-assisted projectiles.

The possibilities of reducing the base drag according to K. Andersson arid Collea-

gues 'ref. I) are sumtarized in Fig. I.

l4i al on the effect iveness of base bleed gas generators have principally been

perfornied by >S.wedish researchers (ref. 2-5).

Fio, ? 0ibows the arranglement of: a b ase bleed gas qene it or pwrone llant charqe

with an irntet•rior hurninq (.og nf iinrat ion ins ide an ar.tillery p role iie of the
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RESULLTS

Work Concept

Fort:-e manufacture of the propellants, a new procedure has been developed and

tried out whereby compression molding takes place in a pressing procedure.

The following components were used to develop the propellants:

- Ammonium perchlorate

- Nitroguanidine

- Therooplastic rubber

- Additives

As the base bleed gas generators function with a subsonic escape flow, the press-

ure in the burning chamber and thus also the burning rate as well as the mass flow

decrease with the rising trajectory height.

Values < 1 mm/sec were aimed at as desirable burning rates at ambient pressure.

* The standard of the mechanical properties of the propellant in the range of - 40

"to + 500 C (- 40 to + 1220 F) had to reach values which were sufficient to avoid

the formation of cracks or even destruction of the propellant charge resulting from

the shock experienced upon firing of the cannon.

In view of these extreme loads, selection of the proper insulation with its reli-

able adhesion to the propellant charge is also of considerable importance. These

requirements are also optimally fulfilled by using a thermoplastic rubber.

Binder Systems

The elastomers provided for the propellants as binders consist of known compounos

of the styrene-butadiene- and styrene-isoprene- type called three block copolymers.

In the case of the ABA-type three block copolymers, the outside A blocks consist

of styrene segments exhibiting a thermoplastic characteristic and whose glass transi-

tion temperatures are situated in the region of > 1000 C (2120 F).

On the other hand, the center block B consists of rubber elastic polybutadiere-

or polyisoprene seqments with glass transition temperature;. of 4- 650 C (- 85o F).

Sections of block copolyrmers which are sufficiently long are intolerant to each

other and attemot to separate. The polystyrene phase present in small quantities

therfore forms aqgreqates, the so-called domains, which are embedded in the corttinous

polvybutadieiie- or polyi soprene phase (Fig. 3) (ref.. 6).
These domains may be viewed as cross link-nj points.> fcr the clastorner chains.

lbhis thus means that they play a similar role t o that of cuiphur hriqes,' in the coo-

vent.imoal vuolan isatio•n of rubbcr.

sr of th- po ysyren•E h.se herorle soft., nowever, if the

perat roe rises beyond the g1ass tr.o:,sit ;non point.. The entire material then ex'hibits

A .h",nop I ast. i bbeh avi our and 'iay [e pYr i(essed ýn presses (rpues~ur-sctt Inq extru

dets-. Aftoler : iu 1 0 'wI to I[It l iriowii hclov, the glass trIXansit i err point of mo y--
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styrene, the domnains revert to the shape of spheres or rods and thus reacquire
2 their rubbhcr--elastic properties.

Manufacture of: Base Bleed Prot)ellants (ref. 7-8)

Manufacture of propellant in qranular form. Il order to obtain base bleed pro-

pellant charges through pressing into molds, it is first of all necessary to pro-

duce a granule in which all components are di-stributed homoqenously and inseparably.

As the binder is available in the form of solid granules, the filling components

must be mixed with this binder in a procedure using solvents.

To do this, a thermoplastic rubber such as, for example, KratonR was previously

put into a horizontal kneading machine, and the additives such us plasticiser, wett-

ing agent, stabilizer, and bonding agent, dissolved it, trichlorethan, were then added.

After a short mixing period at temperature of approx. +600 C (+1400 F) a paste-

like mass, in which the binder was hoinogenously dissolved (Fig. 4), was produced.

With propellant masses of 50 kg (110.1 lbs), this mixing procedure was terminated

after 40 minutes and it was possible to distill the solvent under vacuum.

Thanks to the "scissor"" effect of the interlocking blades in the mixer, the mass
-was broken up into granules having qrain sizes /, 2.0 mm. These granules were then

freed of residual solvent by subsequent drying. The residual humidity was in the

region of values 4 0.1%.

The processing method just described for prenarinq the G-ropellant componeIts in

* granular form presents a series of advintaqes:

. - Manufacture of granules and ;iemogenous distribution of components within a short

period (time saving),

A separate drying procedure for the raw materials used is no longer necessary,

as any remaining humidity can be distilled off azeotropically with the solvent,

- Air conditioning of the work rooms is no longer required, as experience tip till

now has shown that qranules are very insensitive to humidity,

- The poss Ibility of manufacturinq larqe quantities of 'ranuLs with an unlimited

shelf i if,

"- The poss ibility of mixinrg up large batches in order to obtain high uniformity!

homorl eneity, ind

The facility of oxact. granule dos age, thUs providinq for a very low mass dov-Jiation -

of the propellant, charqes.

"I"ho marnd fatur i)f itnsutlation and pruofeellint c:hIwrqe by means of a (torniprevsion

.o_ q pr ( edu•- .ire A,, a pro)el I ant. ins.i at iron inater i i, I si;ni 1 ar but harder (by

at jul t en t ) i h-r'n DI ast i C ruhhoe Y- W t. c e .

qht irafut ar u vI vmer miat rý , i aI re (i ,? .i f or t K j rnl 11at iorl I•ver wa f I i led i t.,o

a SUES i a In ss otI d I,( .id h iu et cd to 11oo rig a fter heat i rig to n " F
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(Figs. 5-6), so that the melted mass between the inoer wall of the mold and the

plunger completely filled out the remaining gap of 2 mam. After cooling to room

temperature, it was possible to obtain an insulation layer in the form of a half

shell (Fig. 7).

The propellant granules were filled into the insulation layer thus obtained

and pressed at 1200 C under vacuum, this time using a molding plunger of a diffe-

rent shape. The binder of the propellant granules melts together and with the in-

sulation to form a joined body possessing great adhesibility (Fig. 8-9).

After cooling once more, the finished half of the propellant charge can be pushed

out of the mold (Fig. 10).

Properties. The mechanical properties of different base bleed propellants in

the temperature range of - 400 C through + 500 C have been summarized in Fig. 11.

The brittle point was determined in high speed tensile tests with cross head

rates of 1.5 m/sec as depending upon temperature (Fig. 12). The maximum of strength

at break is defined as the brittle point.

The burning rates obtained from tests in the original burning chamber may be seen

in Fig. 13 and 14.

The propellant charge made up of two half sections was preferred as a propellant

configuration (Figs. 15-16).

The burning properties of base bleed propellants under vacuum were obtained from

isolated propellant disks with a 50 mm diameter (1.968") and a length of iO mm

(0.393") (Fig. 17).

Finally, in Fig. 18, the burning rate of a propellant in the transition from the

subsonic to the hypersonic escape flow is given. With area ratios in the region of

40 N K> 160, instabilities such as shuffing may occur during the course of burning.

A list of further properties may be seen in Fig. 19.

Discus;sion of properties. In the cdse of the base Mleed gas (jenerator proeellants
present~ed in this study, it is our opinion th.Ut steps have been taken for the first.

titne to manufacture viscoelastic solid propellants via the use of thermoplastic
" 1 a s to0ne••r's.

The vi scool isti proofert ins of the pron)r llants meet the requ i remients made of'

I prlopo I I lini dh i ch ca(n b(e subjl)ecte d to h iqh 10 od0%

tlnrlhtr ex, trffle, t.,,st I condii I,, inoo, ( I l/s- c), a hir tt. tII point, of - 450 C, (- 49" )

wad (Aut Iinfud i jh "pe d erpe:,i 1n I•• uV. These tePmo)eriture-, are far above those

,f knowti uurf prop(-E1 ll s

It , hmrn iniq rote o)f th.• p •-ope a I rInts f uIlf i led tih'e reiu q remfrnt. dmrnarnded of thevi

't. v lues .) i , [I) -r i •.to , I f I iqht Ies A e -If if r inro froim d dorlrMi, thfu qas
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generators functioned for approx. 35 seconds. The previously obtained increases

in range using 155 mm projectiles amounted to approx. 30 %.

In the tests performed, it was possible to achieve stable burning in the region

of 200 to 2,000 mbar.

The other properties are comparable to those of we I known composite solid

propellants.

Industrial production. The procedure described has been adapted to the industrial

scale with considerable simplifications.

For example, it was possible to manufacture the insulation sections on transfer

-. molding machines in accordance with a procedure for thermoplastics. The manufacture

of granules cin also be rationalized by processinq with a thermoplastic procedure

instead of using solvents.

Initial trials have provided excellent results, as the compounding of the solids

with the thermoplastic elastomers was undertaken in a contious mixer through the

phase of the melted elastomer (Fig. 20). This step in the process saves a series

of work processes, as the granules can thus be obtained in a readyto-use state.

Furthermore, a granular product with a very uniform grain size was obtained.
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FIGURES "o

Fig. 1; Draq coefficient reduction accordinq to ref. 1
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Fig. 5: Compression molding of insulation layer

Fig. 4: Manufacture of propellnt granules
"in the horizontal kneading machine
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Fig. 7: Molded half shell of insulation

Fiq. 9: Manutfacture. of base bleed propellant charqecs
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i0 , 11: Mechanical properties of base >leed propellants
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Fig. 12: High ;peed tensile tests of base bleed propellants
(cros head rate 1,50 m/s)
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Fig. 13: Burning rate of base bleed propellat,t charges in
burning chambers with a sub-critical mass flow
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Fiq. 20: Continour mixer for production of base bleed
-granules (systeme Russ)
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